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ANTI-DESIGN IS A DESIGN STATEMENT IN ITSELF 

“Explore the work of avant-garde designers breaking the mould of design by not conforming 

to trends and expectations” 

Anti-design and avant-gardism are design prerogatives that believe in the experimental. 

They are averse to design becoming stagnant and set out to push limits and expectations to 

their extremes. Whether or not it is a design statement or an art statement is debateable. By 

its definition (Oxford English), design is functional, whereas art is “the expression or application 

of human creative skill and imagination”. When a designer takes something functional and 

alters it simply to demonstrate the lengths of human imagination, which category the piece 

falls into can become unclear. In my opinion, the avant-garde is a design statement, 

because if design is not progressive, it is worthless. If the only design being produced is what 

people expect, then what is the point of the designer at all? However in order to not cross 

the border in to art, the design should not, I feel, detract from the function and should be 

lasting, rather than a one off statement. 

A designer who I feel effectively made her form of anti-design 

mainstream, is Vivienne Westwood. As a fashion designer, it is 

difficult to diminish the function of the product, since after 

meeting the basic requirements of warmth, modesty, mobility 

etc. the function is to be expressive. Therefore the term avant-

garde is most often applied to fashion designers. Westwood’s is 

a name paired with experimental design since the 1970’s. She 

is credited as a leading cause of the punk movement in Britain 

(Price, Met Museum). Before her style ever graced the catwalk, 

Westwood designed for a boutique on Kings Road in London 

that she owned with her husband Malcolm McLaren. It went 

through several name and style changes, but was consistently 

a cultural hub. 

Punk fashion was at its very heart anti-establishment. “Punk was trash culture gone avant-

garde and/or the avant-garde gone trash, and just as Dada had tried to destroy the 

institution of art, so the punks seemed bent on destroying the very institution of fashion” 

(Wilson, 2000) Westwood and McLaren thrived on moral discomfort and as such took 

inspiration from bikers, fetishists and prostitutes (Horyn, 1999). Tartan, leather and white t-shirts 

with offensive graphics became uniform for followers of the punk genre. And it was the 

boutique on Kings Road that made it so. 

Once Punk became mainstream, Westwood 

was discontent to stay comfortable. New 

Romanticism was the second musical faction 

she played a hand in shaping. The style 

attached to artists was from Westwood’s first 

catwalk show, in 1981 under the theme 

“Pirates”. Frilly shirts, the “mini-crini” and 

frayed tulle were the new trends, Adam and 

the Ants were, in this instance, the new Sex 

Pistols. Once again Westwood demonstrated 

incredible influence over youth culture.  



 

 

It is unquestionable that Westwood’s work in the seventies and eighties were design 

statements, they were adapted by the consumer and designer alike. In the words of Jasper 

Conran “Vivienne does, and others follow.” (Biography.com) The reason this following was 

because Westwood’s brand of avant-garde was more than just about seeing how far she 

could push design, but the system as a whole, as evidenced in her years of political activism. 

This questioning of not only societies appearance but society struck a chord with a great 

number of Britain’s youth, and so her anti-designs stood the test of time. 

Today, Westwood continues to shock off the runway, and shows no signs of slowing down 

anytime soon. Her fashions, however, have become less revolutionary and more modern 

adaptations of previous glory, such as these Lee Denim pieces from a Spring 2010 collection 

and Red Label pieces from her Fall collection of this year. 

 

The left is a very noticeable nod towards punk and pirate. Similarly, in her newest collection 

on the right, the eighties are alive and well. “It’s difficult to keep being avant-garde these 

days. People have got used to everything” (Westwood via Nymphenburg.com). Regrettably, 

it looks as though, on the catwalk, she has stopped trying. 

In the realms of product and industrial design, anti-design can be more difficult, 

as the designer is restricted by the fact that the end result must still serve a 

purpose. Difficult, but not impossible. Allesandro Mendini successfully established 

himself as “The father of Italian neomodernism” (OrangeSkin), while never 

keeping with societal norms. In an industry where the word “kitsch” is 

whispered in poisonous tones, Mendini, at times in conjunction with Alessi, 

created unashamedly whimsical, yet still entirely functional products. 

These are not designs intended as art pieces, nor are they precision 

engineered instruments to be used without being really seen. They are a perfect 

balance between the two, displayable implements to brighten up otherwise 

mundane everyday life.  



 

 

Among his most famous work, is the Proust chair or 

“Poltrona di Proust” (Vitra Design Museum). Despite 

Mendini himself referring to it as a “redesign”, it is 

generally considered the beginning of the “New 

Wave” that swept Italian product design in the early 

seventies/late eighties. By “redesign”, Mendini denotes 

his influences from 18th century France, a Pointillist 

painting by Paul Signac and the French author after 

whom the chair is named, Marcel Proust. Hardly 

typical sources for a designer’s process. The chair 

started as a print design project to reflect Proust, but 

expanded after Mendini was inspired by the French 

aristocratic life he was researching. 

Some of his most interesting work, I think, is that done as 

part of the Memphis group. This collaborative was started 

by Ettore Sotsass  often regarded as the polar opposite of 

Mendini, due to the contrast between his reputation as “the 

generative, open-minded, celebratory creator” and 

Mendini’s as “the nihilistic, cynical conceptualist” (Victoria 

and Albert Museum). This contrast made for wonderful 

postmodernist design in the early 80’s, primarily in the shape 

of furniture. Said furniture was the inspiration for Christian 

Dior’s 2011 Fall collection and is today a collector’s item, 

despite being rather brilliantly described as “a shotgun 

wedding between Bauhaus and Fisher-Price” (Pellegrin, 

2012). While not to everyone’s taste, the furniture sold in its 

time (though not for the prices they can fetch now) and all 

products performed the task they set out to adequately.  

Mendini never sets out to be shocking or avant-garde, it is just his own quirks guiding his 

design. He doesn’t consider himself controversial or ant-design, consequently the 

experimental qualities in his work are secondary to basic design. This brand of avant-garde is 

a personal favourite of mine, Mendini can never be accused of trying too hard (see Dunne 

and Raby below), because in terms of being provocative, he wasn’t trying at all.  

There are also many attempts at anti-design which, in my opinion, miss the mark. Whilst there 

should be no such thing as too outlandish, if a creation doesn’t serve purpose, or its purpose 

is one completely detached from anyone’s life, it is not design, it is art. A perfectly legitimate 

industry, but a separate one. Avant-garde design “pushes limits”, meaning the limits are 

there, and some overstep them. Notable examples of this kind of “design” for me are some 

of the works by London designers Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby. The pair design pieces, 

not for consumer use, but for exhibition. They are largely commissioned by art galleries. Some 

of their work includes: 



 

 

 

Honestly, I’m not completely sure what any of it is or does, and words somewhat fail me, so in 

their own lexes, the first is a “Huggable Atomic Mushroom” these are designed “for people 

afraid of nuclear annihilation. Like treatments for phobias they allow for gradual exposure 

through different sizes.” This is from a 2004/5 collection “DESIGNS FOR FRAGILE PERSONALITIES 

IN ANXIOUS TIMES”. The second is a “Garden Horn”, “A device for speaking to plants that 

otherwise might be neglected.” From a collection of “psychological furniture” called “Weeds 

Aliens and Other Stories”. The third is “The Risk Watch”, from 2008/09 collection “DO YOU 

WANT TO REPLACE THE EXISTING NORMAL?” It “speaks a number when you place it to your 

ear, the rubber nipple deflects and activates a specially built device inside. The number 

corresponds to the political stability of the country you are in at that time.” (Dunne and 

Raby) 

No consumer will ever come into contact with these, they will never be reproduced. They are 

all gallery works. This is not, in my opinion, a design statement, this is art work for exhibition. 

Virtually none of Dunne and Raby’s products are of any use to anyone and don’t make any 

real point.  This is also epitomised in their website, which is, speaking for myself, both 

unpleasant to look at and use.  

In conclusion, anti-design is absolutely a design statement in itself, provided it is done for the 

right reasons. Being avant-garde is producing something unexpected, this shouldn’t translate 

to the extremes of: a product is expected to work thus in anti-design it shouldn’t. The key 

word, I feel, is progressive. Conformist designers contribute their part to the advancement of 

the industry, but it takes great numbers years to make a noticeable change. Anti-design 

takes two steps forward, or a step sideways. Producing a concept purely to be eccentric, 

without any real reasoning behind it, takes no step at all. Anti-design is a design statement, 

but only if it questions something first.  
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